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C.R. LAMB
The Arrow Lakes Lumber Company commissioned the construction of the CR Lamb in 1907 for $23,000. She
was built by G.B. Ward, a boat builder from the Maritimes and working in Kamloops.
The ship was 94 feet long and twenty feet wide, with a draught of four feet. The vessel had two 34 horsepower
engines that were manufactured by the Schaake Machine Works in New Westminster and gave a gross
displacement of 192 tons.

The C.R. LAMB spent more than two and a half decades serving the Arrow Lakes Lumber Company and
residents of the Shuswap Lake before being bought by its already Master, Captain William Louie. He ran the
boat for a total of 24 years on the Shuswap Lake-Thompson River, providing cargo carriage, passenger
services and even moonlight cruises and dances on-board. The C.R. Lamb was decommissioned in 1936 and
years later, her hull was filled with gravel. She now rests underwater in the Thompson River at the end of 8th
Avenue in Kamloops, BC.
As an important part of the C.R. LAMB story, Captain Louie, who had captained the CR LAMB for 15 years and
then bought the CR LAMB and continued service into the 1930's with the boat, was of Chinese decent, but
born in Canada. He took a lot of flack from government and press when he forced the Waterways Commission
to keep the opening span bridge working on the Thompson River long after the government had deemed it not
necessary for shipping traffic. He was somewhat of an unspoken legend in these parts, keeping the steamboat
working well past its prime. He even converted the upper deck of the ship to a dance floor and had bands and
parties under the stars on the lake. Wow, that must have been a great time even though it was in the midst of
the great depression!
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The early days of the CR
LAMB. Note the bridge cabin
which was moved forward in
later years and the Captain’s
apartment added behind the
bridge.
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Exerts from

“The Golden Journey”
Shirley Beverley Louie, 1927-1994
ISBN 0-9690931-2-8
(Reprinted with the kind permission of the Louie Family)
WEE LEE (WILLIAM) LOUIE
Wee Lee never wanted to be called by his Chinese name and adopted the English name "William." He had just
turned fifteen when his father died, leaving him with the responsibility of supporting his mother and six brothers
and sisters ranging in age from twelve years (Wee Hong) to four months (Joan). William had to quit school to
go to work but the local school teacher, Miss Beattie, tutored him at home.
William began a long career in the fuel business by borrowing a four horse team to haul cord wood from Turtle
Valley (behind Chase) to sell in Chase, and from Heffley Creek to Kamloops, and by raft from Shuswap Lake.
Meanwhile, William also became a handyman in the machine shop of the Adams River Lumber Company in
Chase. As gas and diesel engines became popular, he began to tinker with them, calling himself an "internal
combustion engineer" and he became an expert at repairing Rumley tractors.
Soon he tired of everyone seeking his advice for free and he went to work operating boats on the Shuswap
and Adams Lakes. In 1912, William built a large freight barge of his own design powered with a Rumley tractor
engine and called it "The Sea Tractor". A unique feature of this barge was that the propeller could be raised
from the wheelhouse by the pilot whenever the boat entered shallow water. This enabled him to extend the
running season on the river. On this he hauled freight (mainly wood and horses) to places around the lake. He
used the boat to carry up to 25 tons of firewood per trip plus other freight. In 1915, he had the contract for
laying the underwater telephone cable across Shuswap Lake between Sorrento and Scotch Creek. In 1916,
the Adams River Lumber Company purchased the barge. The Adams River Lumber Company was important
in the development of this area, being the largest mill and the first major industry in the interior. The company
built the town site of Chase in 1908.
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At the same time, William owned a white gas launch called Tillicum, which is an Indian word for "friend".
William, along with the other Louies, was fluent in the native Indian language, no doubt the result of living near
the Adams Lake Indian Band. He used this boat for leisure activities such as taking out young ladies for a spin
on the lake.
William gathered wild animals as pets, including an eagle, which followed the boats around the lake. He also
had a pet bear, deer, and a lynx which terrorized everyone but William. He eventually built a cage on the boat
in which he kept the lynx when nervous visitors were on board.
In 1924, William
obtained his Master's
Certificate which
entitled him to operate
passenger boats of any
size on the inland lakes
and rivers of British
Columbia.
He still worked for the
Adams River Lumber
Company and became
master of the steamer
Crombie on Shuswap
Lake and then of the
steamer Helen on
Adams Lake, both large
paddlewheel
steamboats that mainly
towed booms of logs
along the lake to the
sawmills, and supplies
back to the logging camps.
In the winter when the lakes were frozen over, William went to Victoria to live with his sister, Oye. He took
classes at business college and lessons on the violin.
In 1928, William became master of the steamboat C.R. Lamb on its run between Sicamous and the head of
Seymour Arm. The C.R. Lamb, a typical sternwheeler, measured 91 feet long, 20 feet wide, with a gross
tonnage of 192 tons. It was built in 1907 by G.B. Ward, a Kamloops boat builder. After being its captain since
1928, William finally purchased the C.R. Lamb in January 1933, and it became the last steamer to operate on
Shuswap Lake. He transported cords of wood from Shuswap Lake to Kamloops for his fuel business. At that
time, the Chinese market gardeners had difficulty finding a means of transporting their vegetables (mainly
potatoes) to market. The C.R. Lamb provided them with service. Navigating on the South Thompson was
hazardous. The river needed dredging, wharves needed repairing and power lines had been strung too low
across the river. The greatest problem, however, was at Pritchard.
William's plan to run a freighting service from Enderby on the Shuswap River through the Shuswap to
Kamloops came as a complete surprise to the provincial government. When building the bridge over the South
Thompson at Pritchard they had thought sternwheeler traffic a thing of the past so they had constructed it
without a lift span. Confronted by Captain Louie's plan, the government had to slice a chunk out of the bridge
and rebuild it at considerable expense. Captain Louie did a satisfactory business for a number of years hauling
cordwood, hay, potatoes, excursion parties and any general freight offered. However an increasing network of
roads and difficulty recruiting crews during the war years eventually doomed this enterprising venture, and the
C. R. Lamb was finally abandoned on the beach at Kamloops.
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An article in the Victoria Daily Colonist carried a front page headline:

REBUILDING BRIDGE THAT CHINESE MAY MARKET POTATOES
“Louie sat one day at Shuswap Lake contemplating his large supplies of potatoes, some piles of cordwood
and some river boats that have been tied up at a dock since the early days. After a while, the potatoes, the
cordwood and the river boats merged in Louie's mind into a great plan. He would buy one of the boats,
load it with potatoes and cordwood, and ship them to market at Kamloops much more cheaply than by rail.
Then he would ship other people's products back and forth and do well for himself.”
The contents of the sternwheeler are displayed in the Kamloops Museum. These include her anchor, whistle,
signal bell, helm, running lights, and life belt, plus Captain Louie's Master's Certificate.
In Kamloops, William still had his fuel business selling coal and wood to local homes. He needed a place to
store the wood, so he erected a building at Eighth and Victoria, where he lived in a suite at the back. William
kept barrels of gasoline and a pump for his own use but serviced those who requested gas for their new
automobiles. It eventually developed into a service station which he named “Kingsway” because he always
believed that whatever he did was “fit for a king”. It was later added to substantially and he continued to
operate the business until his death in 1956.
As a young boy, his best friend and hunting companion was Frank White, whose family were mill workers in
Chase. The Whites came from Ontario to Enderby before moving to Chase to work at the Adams River Lumber
Company mill. Elva, Frank's sister, was the middle child of nine children. She went to work at Tranquille which
at that time was a T.B. Sanitarium. William courted his friend's sister (unbeknownst to Mother Louie) and
William and Elva married in 1934. At that time, no one was comfortable with mixed marriages and both
mothers-in-law were very unhappy with the match. William's mother was not aware of the marriage until after
their son Allen was born in 1935. Years later, Elva's mother, Mrs. White, claimed that of all her four sons-inlaw, "William was the best!"
Their first home was at 800 Battle Street
in Kamloops. They later bought the
house at 814 Battle Street. Their son
Allen, born in 1935, attended school in
Kamloops, graduated from the
University of British Columbia, and
entered the teaching profession.
Throughout his lifetime, William served
Kamloops and District foremost. He was
23 years on the Kamloops Board of
Trade as well as being active on the
School Board and other community
organizations. As a Rotarian since
1933, he never missed a weekly
meeting. Even when he traveled, he
found a local meeting to attend in that
area. In 1934, he gave a talk to the
Kamloops Rotary Club commenting on
discrimination against Chinese. He
urged those present to support giving
the vote to Canadian Chinese. He said
that Canadian trade with China would
increase considerably if Canada would
end its discriminatory laws against Chinese residents. Despite discrimination, William became a respected
businessman. He was nationally known for his excellent marksmanship representing the B.C. Rifle Association
for 17 years in competition in the Dominion of Canada Rifle Association matches. Apart from competition, he
was always a keen hunter of birds such as pheasants and ducks. William was also recognized for his beautiful
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handwriting, often being called upon to write documents and scrolls. He gave prizes at the Fall Fair for
handwriting. He was active in the promotion of agriculture in the district working on various marketing boards.
In 1940, William was made the local agent for Canadian Canners (Western) Limited and as such made many
friends among the farming community.
During the 1930's, the Rocky Mountain Rangers Rifle Club became very active, holding frequent shoots with
Kelowna and other surrounding towns as well as the CNR Rifle Club. William was one of the local men who
distinguished himself as an excellent crack shot.
William always believed in looking his best. Even when he worked at the service station, he would dress in a
white shirt, vest, and dark suit and hat. When he had to service a car, he would put on a smock or coveralls for
protection.

Inter-Action Hobbies would like to thank the Louie Family for their generous information and history
provided on Captain Louie and the C.R. LAMB. We were very happy to have the opportunity to chat with
family regarding this precious piece of history.
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YOUR C.R. LAMB MODEL
This ship is typical of the many that saw their way around the lakes, rivers and coastal systems of North
America at the turn of the 19th century. She would be at home on any logging railway or in support as a ferry
or cargo boat supporting your railway as part of the extended transportation network.
The model is the latest in our line of Masterclass kits and has outstanding detail for this size of model. Lots of
detail parts bring this model to a museum class piece.
We have also included some pre-wired LED’s and a power source to let you light the model with a very scale
like appearance and light level. 3D engraved parts, scale rigging, and simple, but good looking railings help
you look like you spent hours getting the railings right, but really they won't! The model can even be built to
have the paddlewheel rotate if you wish (you supply your own motor), or trim it flush to fit on your layout water
surface.

Size:
•

13" length X 2.75" wide X 5.5" tall

Supplied Kit Components:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Multiple sheets of laser cut and engraved stabilized Resin Impregnated Board (RIB) for crisp, high
resolution detail.
Laser cut basswood structure parts with RIB support sheets.
0.020” Birch detail parts.
Stripwood, wire, tubing, dowel, styrene extrusions.
Laser cut basswood planking strips.
Second deck wainscoting.
Engraved deck boards.
Laser cut clear window glazing.
Chimney, king and queen post tension wires and cables.
Lifeboats and detail parts.
Chairs, benches, table mini kits.
Micro LED lighting kit with prewired micro LED’s for lighting the deck, marker lights, etc. (Includes
regulated power source for you to hook up directly to a 12VDC source).
12VDC LED strip light
Kit assembly instruction manual

Parts identification drawing

The complete parts list is included in your kit box.

Suggested Tools and Supplies:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

X-Acto type knife with fresh blades (#11 style is best in my opinion)
Tweezers (a good set with honed tips make things much easier to pick up and hold things for gluing)
Fine sandpaper (400+ grit). I also like to use finger nail emery boards.
Masking tape and clear adhesive tape
Your favorite white glue: Probond, Elmers, Aleenes Tacky Glue or Scotch Quick-Dry Adhesive (I like
the Scotch adhesive as it dries fast with little residue and has a great fine applicator tip)
CA glue for immediate bond of small hard to place parts
Model putty or automotive glazing/spot putty (Bondo brand works well)
Acrylic or enamel paint (note that some enamel paints can make the resin board slightly more brittle, so
take care on very fine parts like window muntins, etc)
28AWG coated wire for running the LED power leads to your 12VDC source.
A low wattage soldering iron with a fine tip and rosin core solder for wiring LED circuits.
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We hope you enjoy making this kit as much as we did providing it to you. If you have any questions, please
contact us at sales@inter-action.ca.
The following instructions and photos will provide the basics for assembling this detailed kit. We have tried to
make the steps as straight forward as possible, but please note that you might want to change the order of
assembly to suite your own technique and modifications that you might make along the way. As usual it is best
to familiarize yourself with all the parts and instructions before you start on this craftsman level kit.

NOTE: If you would like to view these instructions in
full colour, please feel free to download a full colour
copy at www.interactionhobbies.com and click on the
link for "Instructions" near the top of the page.

General Construction Tips
a

Your kit comes with sheets of laser cut basswood, birch,
various thicknesses of resin board, laser cut clear
window material, and paper components. There are also
some castings, tubing, straightened wire, rod and other
bits and pieces.
Do a check against the parts list before you start to make
sure everything is there in the box. We endeavor to have
good quality assurance and checks, but we are human
and could miss something. Drop us an e-mail at
sales@inter-action.ca if you are missing something and
we will get it out to your right away.

b

Generic Photo, actual parts differ.
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Start by cleaning out any contaminates and remaining
dust that may be in the cracks of the engraved details in
signs, walls, and any engraved areas of the RIB resin
board, etc.
This is done by using a stiff bristle brush and gently
dusting the nooks and crannies. Don’t be too aggressive
as the material can be brittle and fine detail may be
broken or removed. Avoid touching very fine details like
window muttons etc.
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c

Paint your parts while still attached to the sheet. This will
give you quick and easy coverage and minimize warping.
For the very small, delicate parts, you may want to partly
remove them prior to painting as it could ‘glue’ itself to
the spue and be impossible to remove after drying.
I generally primed the parts sheets with a light coat of
flat white Krylon, though your favorite primer will work.
I also like to use the “ZIG Woodcraft” paint markers
available from many of the craft stores like Michaels,
though any acrylic or enamel based paint works well.
Make sure you consider which side is out or in so you can
color the inside panels where required.

Generic Photo, actual parts differ.

d

Generic Photo, actual parts differ.

Generic Photo, actual parts differ.

The resin board may warp slightly during painting and
staining, but generally will return to flat when dry. This is
also why light coats work better and letting it dry
between coats.

When painting is it always better to use less paint, more
light brushing or spraying and a number of light coats,
rather than applying paint in heavy coats.
e
Generic Photo, actual parts differ.

Generic Photo, actual parts differ.

The convenience of painting parts while on the carrier
sheet allows for better control of shades and aging.
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Many of the structural components in our designs are
double walled with inner and outer walls. This allows for
crisp paint lines before assembly. When glued together
and pressed under a flat weight for drying, the wall then
becomes a stiff flat component ready for final assembly.
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1
1-2

1B

1-1

1-2
Plan to build the hull on a flat surface. Any twist that you
accidently build into this step will compound problems in
later steps.
Locate the 1/16” basswood sheets that have the hull
components on them.

Place the hull base 1B on a flat surface. Glue the keel 1-1
in place and assure it is square to the base. Glue the
stringers 1-2 in place square to the base.
2

Add some weights to the top of the assembly to assure
it stays straight and square while drying.

Bulkhead 1
Following the numbered bulkheads, apply glue to both
sides of the slots on the bulkhead and strings/keel. Start
gluing the bulkheads from the front (1) and continue aft.
3

3-1

13

As a precaution, I added weights while glue was setting
up to keep everything perfectly flat.

3-1
Dry fit 3-1 and bulkhead 13 to create the stern of the
hull.
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4

Laser cut faces up/down
Sand to follow radius curve
of the hull.
Glue the stern parts in place making sure that the laser
cut (browned) faces of bulkhead 13 are facing upwards.

Sand the left and right ends of the bulkheads to provide
a gluing surface for the hull planking.
Tracing where the bulkheads line up to
make sure things are centered.

5

These two edges
line up flush.

5-1

Check the fit of main deck 5-1 by dry fitting the deck to
the hull assembly and trace position of the bulkhead
ends to assure everything is centered. Apply glue to the
tops of the bulkheads, stringers and keel and glue the
deck in place keeping the aft edges aligned.

Using a sanding block or emery board, sand the tops of
the bulkheads, keel and stringers flat to accept the main
deck.
6

Slightly longer
than the needed to
allow for larger
gluing surface.

Lots of heavy weights will assure the curve of the deck
is formed to the hull while the glue dries.
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Start the hull planking by cutting pieces of 1/32” X 1/16”
wide supplied laser cut stock and glue in place as shown.
It is best to overlap where the strips meet the hull
bottom by a small amount and then sand flush
afterwards.
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7

The first strip for planking the hull is the most difficult to
get tight against the bulkheads and the bottom of the
deck. I like to clamp it in place and then use CA to wick
between the clamps. Don’t use too much or you will glue
the clamps (don’t ask how I know this!).

The planking does not have to be perfect as this will not
be easily seen after completion.
Sand the planks flush with the hull base and the aft
face. Sand the planked face smooth as well.
8

Trim flush here

Alternating left and right, glue the subsequent planks to
the hull, keeping tight to the previously installed plank.

After the glue for the previous plank is set, trim the
forward end of that plank so that the opposite plank can
be seated flush to the center keel.
9

As you work your way down the hull, the curves get
tighter. Don’t worry if your boards are slightly uneven
or even small gaps. These can easily be filled with putty
if too large.
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Note the messy way in which I do planking. This all gets
sanded and frankly the unevenness that is left looks
good as a bit of rot and swelling during the weathering
process.
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10

Finish the planks by sanding the length of the hull.

Using a sharp blade, plane and smooth your planks so
that they are all even. Remember you only have 1/16
material you are planning so use very light cuts.
11

11-1

Starting at the bow, glue a 1/32” X 1/16” trim strip
around the perimeter of the main deck. It should be flush
with the top of the deck.

Sand the bow flat to accept the stem post 11-1. Glue
the stem post in place.
12

Scarf
Joint

The trim strips will be short of the hull length. Cut or
sand a long taper in the end of the strip to form a scarf
joint for the remaining length of trim strip needed.
Overlap the next trim strip to continue the trim.
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After some staining and painting this will not be
noticeable.
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13

In between coats of AI, I lightly brush the surface with a
wire brush to distress the wood and bring out the grain.
Light sand and then next AI coat. It should have a chalky
finish when dry.

Next you apply 5 or 6 coats of alcohol/India (AI) ink
wash to age the wood.
14

Paint red trim lines and
black water line before
aging with tape.

Picture shows hull after aging. White would
be brighter when painted before aging.
Dry brush a light grey, not fully covering the hull and
going in both directions, with and against the grain.
Then with a partially dry brush, dab some more paint
on in a dry, splotchy way making your way down the full
length of the hull. Repeat the same process with
titanium white, mainly hitting the high spots and less in
the shadow spots. See the following steps on the walls
for more detail.

The fun part comes by using some scotch tape pressed
against the hull with your finger nail (medium pressure
or light pressure, you can do it again if it does not pick up
enough paint) and pulling the tape off with some bits of
paint that did not stick to the wood and chalky AI wash.
The effect is a poorly painted hull showing its age and in
need of some scraping and fresh paint!
15

Milling lines
need to be
sanded

It is a good idea to paint the walls at this point. Some of
the parts are angled with respect to the grain of the
wood. It is suggested to sand the wood in the direction
of the board engravings to blend any milling lines left in
the manufacture of the basswood sheets.
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16

Alternating brushing of almost dry coats of paint will
build up the surface to look aged and like the boat was
painted many times over the years.

Start by dabbing an almost dry brush on the wood
surface. Then brush back and forth with the grain. Start
with light grey (Titan Buff) and then top coats with
titanium white.
17

Add some rot to the wood that is particularly bad around
doors and on the back lower wall where the water
paddle constantly soaked the wall. This can be done with
a pin or scraper to scrape up the base of the wood a bit.

Lightly scraping a steel wire brush with the grain will
enhance the grain of the wood. It is best to do this just
before your last coat of paint.
18

Further brushing of the area that you scraped will
enhance the grain.
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19

If you get over zealous in your dry brushing, you can
enhance the scribe lines by re-scribing those that had too
much paint filled into them.

White paint will show some attempt at slowing the rot.
20
20

20-1, 2

Start gluing the hinges to the heat extraction doors by
dipping them in a bit of white glue, dab the excess off
and then place the hinge on the hinge line of the door.

Paint the hinges (part #20) a mix of silver and white and
dab paint over them and let the brown show through to
look a bit rusty.
21

3 hinges to a panel.

Repeat on the other side for all 48 hinges.
22
20-1, 2

22-1, 2
My way of getting glue coverage on laminating wall
panels.
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the tabs show through the bottom and the door
openings are flush on both the outer and inner panel.
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23

23-1
23-2

Paint the area around the windows on 23-2 black as this
will show through as window frames on the back wall.
Glue 23-1 over top of 23-2 and assure the bottom lines
up flush and centered.
Though I am usually not a big fan of nail holes, they
turned out to be a very nice detail texture for the boat.
24
24-1
24-2

24-3

Flush

Glue the doors 24-2, -3 to the back of front wall 24-1,
keeping them centered on the openings and flush with
the bottom edges (not the tabs).
Nail hole pattern on walls.
25

It is a good time to paint and weather the deck. I used
an AI wash, and then dry brush medium then light grey
streaked with the grain. Brush with a wire brush to
enhance the wood grain. Glue in the front wall
assembly. Then glue 25-1, -2 walls in place.
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Glue the LHS main deck wall assembly to the deck and to
the front wall assembly. Take care to make sure the wall
tabs properly seat into the deck, by clearing any paint or
glue build up in the slots or on the tab faces.
Spend time here to make sure the walls fit snuggly to the
deck curvature which will keep the upper levels fitting
properly.
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26

Glue the right hand main deck wall in place.
Dry fit the back wall assembly in place and then dry fit
the next deck roof to make sure all the tabs and slots will
line up. Once you see that they do, remove the deck roof
and glue the back wall in place.
27

A slight misalignment on my part needed some material
on the wall tabs to be removed before final assembly of
the next deck.

Note the flush fit of the wall to the stern deck.

28

To create the marker lights, you can use the .047”
tubing supplied and saw or file a notch or two out of it
with a razor saw. I sawed 3 notches about two thirds
into the tube to make a marker lantern representing a
wire guard around the lens. Also use the .125” angle to
make the brackets for the lantern.
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Drill a hole in the angle underneath where the lantern
sits to accept the LED wires. You will want to make sure
you make 1 left and 1 right handed. The left one will
have the RED LED and the right one will have the GREEN
LED installed into it. Glue the lantern to the bracket so
that the slots will reflect mostly perpendicular to the
boat and forward.
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28

Test the LED to make sure you have the correct color for the correct side (LEFT is RED, RIGHT IS GREEN). Do this by
touching the leads to a 1.5V battery to light the LED. Note that the longer lead is the annode or positive(+) lead. Slide
the wiring from the top of the lantern throug hthe hole and out out the bottom, secure the LED with some glue inside
the lantern and cap it with a disc of scrap plastic or RIB material.
The rest of your wiring for the other LED’s will be in the passenger cabin area as you will read in step 65. You will need to
plan now for routing the marker wiring. I recommend routing your wires now back and through the floor in the cabin
where the rest of the wiring will be and have the marker hang loose while assembling the rest of the boat. You can tape
the marker and wires to the bottom corner of the exposed lower deck/roof and then glue the marker in place after you
have installed the railings.
29

29-1

29-4

Glue the stair risers in place, starting at the top with
29-5. Note it is smaller than the rest.

Glue the main stair case carcass together as shown.
30

Glue the remaining risers 30-1 in place as shown.
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Glue the stair treads 30-2 in place.
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31

31-1

Fit and glue the bottom panel of the passenger deck in
place. Take care to keep the fit tight by starting at the
back. I glued the back in place with CA and then moved
forward tab by tab to make sure the fit stayed tight and
added thin CA to each tab working forward.

Sand the sides of the stair assembly to fit between the
main deck walls as shown above. Do not glue in place
yet.
32

Good place to tape and store the markers
while the rest of the assembly goes on.

Glue the main staircase in place, making sure it gets a
proper fit as above in the opening in the passenger deck
panel.

Ensure that the wiring for your marker lights can be
accessed and routed through the deck to where they will
be connected (refer to step 65).
33

33-1

Sand the installed bottom panel 31-1 and any bumps
from the tabs that are sticking through so that the
passenger deck floor 33-1 can be installed.
Glue the floor in place starting from the stern and
working your way forward. I used white glue for this to
give myself a bit of time to make sure everything was
lined up (railing notches in both panels).
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Make sure you
have a hole and the wires
from the markers pulled
through to the cabin.

Clamp the floor together around the perimeter while the
glue sets up. Make sure the railing notches all line up.
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34

34-2

This was a convenient time to glue the door hangers in
place on both sides of the boat.

Also the cargo doors were glued in place. Some 0.020
Birch trim around the doors was added as framing
(optional detail)
35

35-1
35-2

Start assembly of the passenger deck cabin by rolling
the forward part of the cabin wall panels (inner and
outer) in your palm with a pen or rod to match the
curve of the associated slots in the deck floor.

Glue outer wall 35-1 over wall 35-2 after curving to
match the slots in the floor. Clamp together to preserve
the curvature and assure the window frames are
centered around the openings. The tabs in 35-2 should
extend from the bottom and top of the assembly.

Paint the face of 35-2 and 35-3 black around the
windows and the doors. Paint 35-1 and 35-4 white.

Repeat for the other side 35-3 and 35-4.
36

It is easier to paint the
floor and interior walls
at this point before
assembly.

The passenger deck is painted grey and weathered with
chalks and drybrushing. Cabin floor is painted red
(carpet).
Glue the wall assemblies to the floor. I found it easiest
to work all the tabs of one side first and when satisfied
with the fit, run bead of thin CA along the inside edge of
the wall where it meets the floor.
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Strange how the workspace seems to shrink as you get
more engrossed in the build!!! Take a break and clean up
your workspace!!
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37

37-2

37-1

Paint the door on wall 37-1 black. Paint the front face of
37-2 white. Glue 37-2 over top of 37-1, centered
around the door frame. This shows my typical method
of glue coverage on the back of 37-2.

Glue the back cabin wall assembly to the deck floor and
to the walls of the passenger cabin.
38

38-2
38-3

38-1

Glue the door trim in place on the outside of the cabin.
Glue the double door parts 38-2 and 38-3 together and
then glue in place to the inside of the cabin walls.

Gently roll the top of door frame 38-1 to match the
curve of the front of the passenger cabin.
39

G-1
G-2

I use a thin strip of double sided tape over the edges of
the glazing to fit the curved windows in place. Then
apply some glue to act as a backup to the double sided
tape.
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G-3
(13 places)

Glue all the glazing in place for this deck (don’t forget the
two for the front door).
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40
40-7
40-8

40-3

In consort with the wainscoting, glue the door frames 407 in place on the main cabin. (5 places).

Paint the wainscoting a buff/yellow color and glue in
place (in consort with door frames 40-7. Do the same
on the other side with 40-4, 5, 6.

Also glue the door doubler 40-8 in place (5 places) on the
main cabin. Note Left and right door knob holes.
41

41-3
41-4

41-5

Glue in the room dividers as shown. For the forward
room divider, install it further than 1/8” past the
window frame as shown or it will interfere with the
chimney installation later on.

Glue the outer head (toilet) walls 41-3, 41-4, 41-5 in
place as shown. Repeat for the other head (toilet) on the
opposite side of the boat.
42

42-6

Glue the wainscoting around the heads (toilets) in place
in the sequence shown. 42-5 goes against the back wall
between the two heads (toilets).
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A view of the heads (toilets) during assembly. You can
paint the inside of the window glazing to fog the
windows in the doors for privacy!
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43

Paint Used:
Golden’s
Red Oxide

Cut and glue strips of the painted rod to fit the top of the
wainscoting as shown.

Paint the supplied 0.030” dia styrene rod a wood color
for capping the wainscoting.
44

Wainscoting/capping installation.

Wainscoting / capping installation.

You can also add the supplied brass nails as door knobs
on the 9 doors that are on this deck.

Don’t forget to add the small brass nails as door knobs
on the 9 doors that are on this deck.
45

Curtains
I painted the interior cabin walls green and the floors in
red carpet. Folded tissue paper is used to represent
curtains.

When adding interior with additional details, remember
you have to have space for the wiring (step 65).
46

46-1
To build the chairs for your main cabin or out on the
passenger deck, lightly score the fold lines on the chair
while still on the holder card.
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Using tweezers, fold the chair along the score lines as
shown in 3 places.
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47

Bring the two ends of the part together as shown above
and hold for a few moments to get the glue to set.

Apply some glue (craft cement works well) to the fold
area and to the end of the part to close the loop.
48

Apply glue around the perimeter of the seat frame and
glue the seat in place.

Only 5 more to go!!
49

49-2

49-3

49-1

For the benches, start by gluing the two bench supports
directly over top of each other. Then the same with 493 and 49-4. Note the groove detail in each 49-2 and -3
which points outwards when the bench is assembled.
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The bench board is cut and engraved to be flexible to fit
the curve of the support.
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50

Dab of CA or
white glue
underneath
50-1

Glue the bench support to the bottom / back of the
bench boards as shown. Note the groove on the
supports point outwards on the bench to see the detail.

The parlor chair’s legs and back are bent to position and
a bit of glue added to each bend to strengthen the part.
51

51-1
51-2
51

Apply glue along the slot in the table leg 51-1 and insert
51-2 to form the table base. Glue the table top 51 to
the assembly.

Fold some tissue paper in alternating 1/16” or smaller
folds. For straight hanging curtains, use them in this
manner.

I used a piece of tissue to make a tablecloth by brushing dilute white glue to the tissue as it was applied over the table
top. Lightly brushing the tissue down with some white paint gave the look of a hanging tablecloth. Some scrap dowel and
styrene rod was used to make glasses and bottles. The flowers are strips of paper painted green and some of the tips
have a glob of red paint on them.
52
Curtains

To represent tied curtains in the reception room, apply
a small amount of glue in the middle of a .75” long
folded tissue paper section. Using some tweezers
squeeze the center of the tissue section and fan out the
ends with your fingers.
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Glue the curtains in place as you see fit to decorate.
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53
Furnish your cabin the way you want using some of the chairs
and the table you just created above.
I wanted to make a more detailed back wall to the room. I made
wall from some scrap styrene and trimmed to fit in against the
existing wall. I painted the back wall crimson, a blue logo and
added some white strips for a chair rail, ceiling trim and some
baseboards. I painted the remaining walls white on the inside to
help reflect LED lighting in the ceiling.

The picture to the right shows the parts that make up
the bridge and captains quarters for the top deck. Look
through the following steps to see what color you
should pre-paint the parts before assembly.

54

55

55-2
G-4

55
55-1

Paint window frame 55-2 black and glue in place around
the opening as shown. Apply the glazing G-4 to the
bridge side of wall 55.

Add passage way door frame 55-1 to the bridge side of
wall 55.
56

56-1
56-2
56-3
56-4
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Glue the door trim panel 56-1 and 56-2 over top of the
two doors 56-3 and 56-4. Note that the door knob holes
should line up.
I forgot to paint the door parts white before assembly. A
good way to hold small parts for painting is to wrap a
piece of Scotch double sided tape around a stick. This
holds the parts well and can be easily removed for
assembly.
Glue a supplied brass nail into each door knob hole.
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57

57-7
57-1
57-6

57-7

57-4
57-10

57-5

The bridge front wall is curved. This can be accomplished
by gently rolling the back of the pre-painted basswood
wall with a round bar or large pen. The curve can be
enhanced by gently by pressing the panel (front face
down) in the palm of your hand to fit the curve of the
floor panel 58. Do the same for 57-10 after painting it
black.

Paint and age the bridge walls as seen in the previous
steps. Glue the window frames to the walls as shown.
Glue the door frames 57-6 to the wall panels and glue
the side bridge window trim 57-4 to the inside of the
walls 57-3 and 57-8.

Glue the 57-10 panel to the inside of the wall 57-9
centering the black trim in the window openings so that
the sides and top are the same. The bottom edge of the
trim in the window opening should be larger for the
added sill as seen in step 62 below.
58

Glue the floor 58 into the slots in back bridge wall 55.
The wall should be perpendicular to the floor.
Glue the wall 57-8 to the other side of the bridge
assembly.

Glue the wall 57-3
to the floor/wall
assembly. Note
the brass painted
hinge and latch
details in the floor
trap door. You
could also have
these in the
hinged open
position if desired
by cutting the trap
door free and glue
in the open
position.

59

Glue the front bridge wall flush with the top of the
bridge side walls. Then glue the back captain’s quarters
wall in place.
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60
G-6 G-5
G-8
G-5

G-5

60-1,-2

G-5
G-6
G-5

G-5

If you have not done so already, paint the inside walls
of the bridge white and the cabin a medium green or
whatever color you would like. Glue in the remaining
glazing as shown.

The 3D engraved ship’s wheel halves are painted a raw
sienna color and then glued together.

61

61-1
61-2

Glue wheel mount 61-1 to the front of the ship’s wheel
and 61-2 to the back side of the wheel.

Glue the wheel assembly to the center of the bridge floor
as shown above.
62

Glue 5
places
62-1

Lightly sand the
corners of the
front/side walls.
Sand a small radius to the corner of the front/side wall
interface. Touch up the paint as required.
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Paint and glue the front window sill 62-1 in place along
the bottom edge of the front window. This is best done
by adding small dabs of glue to the wall assembly as
shown.
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63

Chair
Throttle assembly

63-2

Glue your figures, chair and throttle assembly on the
bridge floor. Fit the bridge assembly wall tabs to match
the slots in the top deck. Do this to fit check before
gluing the bridge assembly to the deck.
After gluing in the bridge, sand any protruding tabs from
the underside of the deck so that it will mate to the roof
panel.

Glue sill 63-2 and 62-3 to the bridge assembly as shown.
Glue the trim 63-4 and 63-5 under the sills.
64
64

64-1

64-2

64-3

64-4

Glue 64-2 over top of 64-1. Then glue them over top of
64. Note the tabs in 64-2/3 should extend from the
forward edge of 64. Do the same for 64-5 over 64-4.
Then center 64-3 over top so that the edges extend
equally all the way around.

64-5

65
Your kit contains a LED lighting strip for use in the front cabin Interior as well as some micro LED’s with the magnet wire
already pre-wired, and an Ngineering N8105 LED power distribution board. You will need to get some 28AWG gauge
wire for running the power leads to your 12VDC power source.
The micro LED’s are very tiny and need to be handled with care. There is a RED marker LED, a GREEN marker LED and
two WHITE LEDs for lighting up the aft deck or other areas of the ship. There is also a regulated power supply for the
micro LEDs provided so you can just solder the micro LED wires to the regulator and then power the regulator and the
LED strip from a 9V to 12VDC source. I would recommend testing your setup before installing to ensure you are happy
with the brightness of your installation. The LED strip is quite bright and you can either diffuse it with some translucent
paint if needed.
For assembly, I elected to glue my micro LED’s to the aft deck area ceiling that I was putting them on and then routed
the wires to the N8105 power distribution board and soldered the leads to the front side of the N8105 board. I attached
the N8105 to the ceiling with double sided foam tape and some glue as backup. Remember you won’t have access to this
area once your boat is finished. Alternatively, you can cut some holes in the floor and through to the bottom of the boat
for access to the wiring and have your N8105 below the hull.
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White Micro LED’s

The 12VDC LED strip light is attached with the double sided tape on back and also glued to the ceiling of the reception
room to light the interior of that room with 2 of the 3 LED’s. The third LED extends into the next cabin area aft so it lights
that cabin as well.
The red and green micro LED’s are to be routed so that they lead from the left and right marker light areas on the floor
of the main deck. This should have been installed earlier in step 28 above.
REMEMBER TO NEVER LEAVE YOUR MODELS LIT AND UNATTENDED AS IT COULD BE A POTENTIAL FIRE HAZARD.
66

We are assuming that you have basic soldering and wiring skills when
lighting this kit and have only provided a few ideas for installation here.
Have a friend help you if you have any reservations in wiring or soldering
or have a look at www.ngineering.com for some tips on wiring LEDs. The
N8105 power distribution board comes with detailed instructions on its
use for wiring the micro LED’s. You will only need to work with the front
face of the board, as shown to the left, as per the included directions
with the board. Your 12VDC power source is soldered to the top as
shown. Then the micro LED wire pairs are soldered to the pads as shown.
The micro LED’s have a longer wire (anode (+)) and a shorter one
(cathode (-)). The anode or positive LED wire lead gets soldered to the
rounded pad of the LED pad pairs. Similarly, the cathode or negative lead
gets soldered to the rectangular pad.
IF you decide to use less than the 4 supplied LED’s, follow the
instructions in the module package for hooking up less than 4 LED’s.
67

You will need to route your 12VDC power wires out of
the boat through the bottom of the hull. Drill a hole in
the hull in a non-conspicuous spot. I did this with a bit by
hand so that care could be taken to not damage the
model.
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Make small notches in the interior walls to
match the LED /wiring in the ceiling.

68

Make sure to account for clearance in the interior walls
for the items you glue to the ceiling above.

69
69-1

The roof/deck of the CR Lamb was a tarpaper type roof.
On some sternwheelers a tar/pitch soaked canvas was
used. I depicted this by painting the deck with SP Lark
dark grey (Polly Scale). Then with a ruler and an X-Acto
blade, I scribed seam lines in the deck. Note the
direction change around the sides of the bridge.

Using a .005 Black Pigma Micron pen, I followed the lines
that I scribed to make seams.

Next, I dry brushed lighter grey and some flat white to
age the deck.
70

To enhance the black tarred joints, hold the pen in
place a bit longer and it should bleed a bit to show
wider tarred areas.
Since there is lighting in the bridge that has to have wires
that lead out the bottom of the boat, I elected to feed
my wires through the upper and lower top deck panels.
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71
Make sure your lights
work before gluing
everything up!

71-1

Glue the upper and lower top deck panels together.
Ensure the railing notches line up between upper and
lower panels.

Should line up
here instead!

Next, glue the upper deck to the top of the passenger
cabin by fitting the slots to the associated tabs. It is
easiest to start at the back of the main cabin and work
the walls to fit the roof slots going forward. Then fit the
bathroom tabs into the roof slots. When everything
lines up, I carefully wicked CA cement into the seam
between the ceiling and the top of the main cabin
walls. Then I made sure the bathroom walls still fit and
CA’d the seam they form with the roof.

Paint and glue the roof beams 71-1 in place. I accidently
glued them too close together as shown above. They
should be trimmed and glued just outboard of the
double door trim and be parallel to each other fore and
aft.
72

Note the effectiveness of the LED’s and how they look
like lonely scale light bulbs!
Glue the bridge and captain’s cabin roofs in place.
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73

73
73-1

73
Fit the other stair stringer to the steps and glue in place.

Glue the steps 73-1 to one of the stringers 73.

Glue the two 73-2 doublers to the outside of the
assembly to hide the slots in the inner stringers.
74

Glue the bridge stairs assemble in place over the
opening in the main deck floor.
75

Glue the center passenger deck floor beams 75 in place
in the slots in the front wall of the cargo deck wall.

75
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76
76-1, 2

Benches
from step 49

Paint and then glue in the railing 76-1 and 76-2 as shown
above. The vertical railing supports are slightly longer
than needed and will stick out above / below the decks.
These can be trimmed flush after gluing in place and
before adding the edge trim.

Glue the benches in place on the front and back
passenger deck areas (4 places). They would normally
sit against the railings. It is much easier to glue the
benches in place before installing the railings. Glue the
benches in place and use the railing to test the fit so
that the bench back just touches the railing.
77

77-1, 2

Glue the railing doubler in place along the top rail. Start
with it flush with the front edge of the installed railing.

View of the railing glued in place at the aft end of the
deck.
78

Trim the railing vertical supports flush with the top and
bottom of the deck.
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Roll the front rail 78 to match the curve in the front of
the decks. This is done by using a rod/dowel and gently
forcing the railing around it as required to match the
deck curve.
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79

Glue railing 78 in place and then glue the doubler in
place over the top railing. You may need to trim the
railing and doubler ends to match up tightly with the
installed side railings. Trim the tops and bottoms of the
vertical supports flush with the decks.

Curve the front railing doubler 79 in the same manner
to match the front curve of the decks.

80

Trim the deck edges with the supplied 1/16” X 1/32”
strips that you used to plank the hull. To match the
curve around the front of the deck, soak the strips in an
ammonia window cleaner such as Windex. This will
make them very pliable to match the curve. While still
damp, clamp or tape the strip around the deck edge
and let dry. Note: Use painters tape so you don’t
damage your nicely painted decks!
I used CA to glue the
trim to the deck
edge. Tack one end
and then gently pull
your way around
while wicking thin CA
into the crack.
Alternatively, you
can use white glue
and tape it in place
to set using painters
tape.
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Glue the trim to the upper and lower deck edges over
the railing supports. I painted mine after assembly, but
you may find it easier to paint before installing.

81

Either butt or scarf the rest of the deck trim strips and
glue in place around the 3 sides of the passenger deck
and all the way around the top deck.
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82
81-1

81-2

81-3

Then glue beam 81-3 to the inner face of the deck as
shown. It should be flush with the back edge of the deck.
Repeat for the right hand side supports.

Paint and glue the left hand outer sternwheel support
beam in place. The inner edge should be flush with the
deck. Glue the block 81-2 in place.
83

Scrape with
tweezers

83-1

To ensure the spokes are nicely aligned during the glue
drying, use tweezers as shown and rake outwards
radially with the tweezer halves on either side of the
spoke while holding down the opposite spoke. This will
also scrape any partly cured glue from the spoke while
straightening the two spoke halves.

Each spoke set is comprised of two 83-1 parts glued
together. Apply some glue to the face of the spoke and
lay the second piece over the first, aligning the spokes
and center hub.
84
84-2
84-4 84-3 84-1

84-1

84-2
84-1

84-1
Spoke
Assy.

Outer Spoke Set: Glue 84-1 to both sides of the spoke
assembly centered on the hole (you can use the
aluminum tube to make sure it is centered). Then glue
the ring 84-2 on top of the spoke assembly. Next glue
the 84-3 and 84-4 disks on top of the spoke assembly.
84-1, 84-2, 84-3, and 84-4 should be on one side of the
spokes while one of the 84-1 disks will be on the other
side of the assembly. Build a second outer spoke set in
the same manner.
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84-1

Center Spoke Set: Glue 84-1 disk over top of a spoke
assembly. Then glue 84-2 ring over the spoke assembly.
Now glue a second spoke assembly over the 84-1 disk
and ring already glued in place. The second spoke set
should be glued so that the spokes extend between the
first set as shown. Finish up by gluing an 84-1 disk to
both sides of the assembly.
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85

Cut the 1/8” dia. aluminum axle tubing to a length of
1.40”. Slide the spoke assemblies onto the tube (do not
glue them) and make sure they are perpendicular to the
axle.

Check fit that they fit between the stern supports and
have a little clearance, especially if you plan to make
your wheel rotate.
86

86
Glue one of the outer spoke assemblies to the axle.
Make sure they are perpendicular to each other. Next
glue the middle spoke assembly in place on the middle
of the axles so that the spoke ends are parallel to the
axle as shown. This will make sure that the paddles will
be square to the spokes and axles. Glue the other spoke
assembly to the axle.

Glue the paddles to the spokes as shown. Take care to
align the bolt holes so that they will fit over top of the
spoke face. Also the outer edges of the paddles should
sit flush with the wheel rings. Work your way around the
wheel gluing the paddles to the same side of the spoke.
87

87
Paint the paddle wheel assembly red. You will need to
decide if you want your model to have a water line
wheel which will need to be trimmed flush with the
waterline or a full wheel as shown.
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I left the wheel whole and cut into the scenery to leave
the wheel intact and will froth the water around the
wheel when permanently installed on the layout. I like
the look of the full wheel. Glue the spreader beam 87 in
place flush with the end of the deck.
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88

88-1

88-2
Glue the bearing blocks 88-1 in place centered on the
mark you made on the support beam. Then paint and
glue the bearing housing 88-2 in place over top of the
bearing blocks as shown. I added two small globs of paint
over the tangs of the bearing housings to represent bolt
heads.

For placement of the wheel, slide the 1/16” aluminum
tubing inside the axle in the paddle wheel so that it
extends through both ends of the wheel. Slide on the
bearings 88-2 on each end and set in place on the stern
support beams so that the front of the wheel has a
small gap (1/16”) between the wheel and the aft wall.
Mark the axle location on the support beam.
89

89-1

89-1

Trim and glue in the stern compression support as
shown. The bottom edge buts up against the front of
the bearing block and the top fits into the slot in the
back wall between the two head (bathroom) windows.

You may need to trim the top end of the beam to fit the
slot. Glue in the other compression beam 89-1 in place.

90
90-1

90-2
Cut the 1/16” dia. aluminum inner axle to a length that
is 0.040 longer than the distance between the outer
faces of the bearings. Glue the crank 90-1 to the inner
axle and slide into one end of the bearing. Hold the
wheel in place and slide the inner axle all the way
through so that it protrudes through the opposite
bearing.
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Glue on the other crank to the inner axle. If you want the
wheel to rotate, take care to not get any glue on the
wheel to affect its rotation. Glue the connecting rod 90-2
to the crank as shown on both ends of the wheel
assembly.
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91
Use this template to the left to cut 4 queen posts from 1/8” square basswood stock to the proper
angle. The longest side will be 0.42” long.

A

91-2

91-1

91-2

91-1

B

B
Cut a piece of 0.125” dia aluminum tubing 2.375” long
and paint black. Glue in place on the top deck so it is
vertical and extends through the hole in the deck to the
lower deck. Put a bend at 0.1” from one end of the
supplied thin straight bronze wire and cut it so that it is
long enough to go from A-B with a 1/16” extra length to
fit into hole B. There is not a lot of extra wire supplied
so try to be efficient.

Paint the queen posts 91-1 and 91-2 black and glue to
the top deck as shown.

A

92

C
C
E

Do the same for wires from A-C. Then glue the wires in
place with a blob of glue that closes up the top of the
hole in A with the wires inside. These wires would be in
tension in real life so having them as straight as possible
is important.
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Turnbuckle

D

Cut a piece of wire to fit from the hole at D to sit in the
middle of the queen post E. Leave enough length
(1/16”) so that you can have a bend at D to fit into the
hole. Slide the turnbuckle on the wire and secure as
shown with some glue. Apply some glue at D and insert
the wire in the hole, then glue the wire to the center of
the top of the queen post at E. Repeat for the other side
of the boat.
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93

G

F

E

Turnbuckle

Paint all the wires and turnbuckles black. Then cut 4
small squares of paper slightly bigger than the 1/8”
queen posts. Glue to the top of the post over the wires
and then bend the overhanging edges of the paper
down around the post. This will represent a tin cover
that was put over the queen post to keep the weather
out of the end of the wood post. Paint it black as well.

Cut a piece of wire that will run from center of E to
center of the top of F and glue it in place. Make sure it
is aligned with the previous length so that it looks like
one continuous piece of wire in tension.
Cut a piece of wire that will run from F to G with 1/16”
extra for a bend to fit in the hole at G. Slide a
turnbuckle on the wire and glue it in place as shown.
Then glue the wire in the hole G and to the top of F.
94

A

G
Make sure the holes for the capstan and H-bitt are clear
of glue and debris.
Drill a small 0.020” dia. hole or make a hole with a pin
in the stern support beam. Next, cut a length of wire
that will go from the hole you made at G (plus a 1/16”
bend) up to inside the slot at A under the top deck.
Glue the wire in place. Do the same for the other side of
the ship.
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95

95-1
95-2

Glue the two 95-2 into the grooves of 95-1. This forms
the H-bitt for the forward deck of the boat.
96

96-1
Glue the stanchion halves 96-1 together to form 8
separate stanchions. Paint them black and install at
equal spacing along each side of the hull.
Paint the H-bitt black and glue into the square holes in
the forward boat deck.
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See the approximate placement of the stanchions
below.
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97

97-2
97-3

97-1

On your 1-16 basswood sheet, there are two parts that
make up the davit jig. Start by gluing 97-2 over 97-1 so
that the slot at the top line up on both. They are cross
grain to each other for strength during forming of the
1/16” dia. tubing that make up the davit.

The davits can be painted dark grey or black as they
were made from steel. The supports 97-3 are glued to
the bottom of the davit. Then slide a second 97-3 over
the top and glue into position to the bottom side of the
upper deck and passenger deck as shown. Note that
they are positioned just forward of railing support #2
and just aft of railing support #4.

Insert the end of the aluminum tubing into the slot in
the jig and while holding the jig down on a flat surface
as shown, wrap the tube to follow the curve on the jig.
When you are satisfied that the curve matches the jig,
trim the tubing flush with the end of the jig. Make 4 of
these.
98

98-1

Trim the supplied 0.375” tubing to a length of 2.4”.
Use the paper ring 98-1 that is supplied and roll a
radial curve around it using a rod or dowel as shown
by putting the paper ring in your palm and press the
dowel down against it and rotating at the same time to
form a conical shape. Apply glue to the tab and glue it
under the adjoining end of the cone.
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Trim the 0.25” dia. Tubing to a length of 1.2”.
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99
Paper
strips
99

Your tube will extend
as shown in red. Wrap
this area with masking
tape to fit snugly into
the larger tube.

Slide the paper cone you made over top of the 0.25” dia
tube and glue it so that about 0.75” of the tube is
showing above the cone and glue in place. Wrap the
tube below the cone with masking tape to a diameter
that fits snugly into the larger tube.

0.04” strips
of paper.

To add some texture detail to the smoke stack, you
can wrap the tube with a length of paper that is 1.35”
wide around the larger tube, flush with one end of the
tube. It should just overlap itself when wrapped
around the tube and form a raised seam.

Wrap and glue strips of paper 99 around the tube as
shown to form the cone flange and the support straps.

100

Simulated
Rivets

Glue the t-angle faces only to the support ring 90
degrees to each other. For added detail, use a pin and
dip in a small amount of glue. Then at equal spaces as
shown, dab them on the chimney seams to form rivets.
Paint the finished chimney black.

Make 4 t-angles from the paper strips that will be used
to attach the chimney support wires. Cut a .20 long
paper strip and fold it into a T as shown.

By gluing only the
faces of the t-angle,
you can spread the
middle to accept a
guy wire.

101

Drill or poke a small hole in the top deck/roof in 4
places as shown for the guy wires. Using some fine
thread, glue the guy wire into the hole. When set,
stretch to fit the opening in the t-angles on the
chimney. Pull the thread just taunt and glue in place
with a touch of CA cement on a pin head.
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0.030” dia
styrene rod
scrap.

102

Glue a piece of the 0.03” dia. styrene rod into the top
of the center queen post. Then make a few
applications of a small blob of glue, letting it dry
between applications to build up the small globe on
the end of the rod. It was painted brass in color.

Paint the CR LAMB name plates and glue to the eve of
the captain’s cabin as shown.

103

Capstan
Paint the capstan black or dark brown and glue into the
hole in the front deck as shown.
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104

Searchlight

Paint the searchlight black and the lens silver or dark
blue. I added a few layers of gloss Modge Podge to
give it a more lens like appearance.

If you choose to cover the lifeboats with a canvas cover,
glue some scrap wires or for canvas hoops across the
top of the lifeboat hull. Apply some white glue around
the edges of the top of the boat frame / hoops and
press some tissue across it.
105

Paint the 4 life rings white and their raised sections red.

Trim the tissue around the edges as shown. Wet the
tissue with some diluted white paint and let dry. The
tissue should pull taunt when completely dry. You can
apply a second coat, but do it evenly or you might
introduce some wrinkles in the canvas.
106

106-1
Glue two of the life rings on the front railing. Glue the
hand hold 106-1 into the two slots in the top deck.
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Glue the other two on the side of the boat as shown.
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107

Using the 1/16” square stock supplied, cut a mast that is 4
inches long and a second piece as a boom that is 2.4” inches
long.
You will need to sand both pieces to a taper as shown to the
right.
On the shorter boom, you need to cut the end at an angle so
that you can glue the boom at an angle of about 20 degrees
from horizontal. Glue the boom to the mast as shown. The base
of the boom should be 7/8” from the bottom of the mast. Paint
both white and paint half of the boom black.
The boom is not a loading boom. It is used to help steer the
boat and know precisely which way it was turning so that the
helm could correct the turn quickly. Most flat bottom boats
with rudders in the back tended to “slide” around a turn with a
pivot point near the front of the boat. This was very hard to
read the turn. The helm lines up the tip of the boom with the
horizon and quickly sees which way the boat was tending to
turn.

The lifeboat stand is made from parts 108-1 and -2 as
shown and glued in place to support the lifeboats.

108

109

A nice detail to add to the life boats is to string some
black thread as shown along the length of the boat as
grab ropes.
Glue the lifeboats in place.
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The davit ropes and blocks are not modeled in this kit. If
you want, you can make your own blocks and rope from
some scrap basswood and fine thread.
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110

The duck rudders are made from 3 layers. It is best to
measure the distance you need to your waterline and
then trim the bottom of the rudder away as required.

Paint the iron supports for the rudder black and the
rudder a wood color. Glue 110-2 over 110-1 and then
turn the assembly over and glue 110-3 in place.
111

Glue the duck rudders in place as shown on the stern
beam.

Glue the opposite rudder together using 110-4, 110-5,
and 110-6. Trim the rudder to match the waterline.
112

Glue the rudder brackets 112-1 and 112-2 in place as
shown.
The main rudders (of which there were typically 3) are
not modeled as they are not seen. They would fit tightly
ahead of the paddle wheel on the tapered stern. The
duck rudders were used as secondary rudders for
additional turning control, especially when running
backwards.

112-1
112-2

This wraps up the completion of this manual on the construction of the CR Lamb. There are lots of other details you can
add to the boat to enhance the charm of this boat such as:
• Fire buckets or barrels on the top deck.
• A large load of firewood or lumber on the front deck that was typically delivered around the lake system.
• Some cargo boxes on the front deck or in the side cargo door openings.
• Coil some ropes on the front deck.
• Some passengers on the passenger deck.
Thanks for building this classic boat and we hope you have enjoyed the venture.
Cheers!
Inter-Action Hobbies
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